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Financial Services applications are becoming more complex and
sophisticated – embracing newer technologies like mobile, IoT, SDN,
containers, and microservices, while at the same time having to support
core services that are based on legacy and on-prem specialized systems.
This poses a challenge to Financial Services organizations that want to
move to DevOps because it means production environments look less and
less like development and testing environments.
This shortcoming is becoming more critical as applications get deployed
into a wider range of production environments – from public cloud, to
hybrid cloud, to IoT based distributed networks. 451 Research’s Customer
Insight, Voice of the Enterprise Cloud, Q4 2014 survey found that 56% of
workloads will be in private or hybrid cloud environments for the next two
years. Furthermore, it is possible that DevOps practices whose goal is
automatic deployment of new application releases into production, will
only worsen the problem. Gartner predicts that by 2016, nearly 25% of the
global 2000 IT organizations will be adopting and mainstreaming DevOps
methodologies for bringing applications into production IT. Given these
twin headwinds, how do financial services organizations move to DevOps
and deliver secure high quality applications at scale?

Organizations need to address four critical questions
to ensure DevOps success:
Question 1
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What should my application look like so it can run in different
environments securely?
Question 2
How do I implement the DevOps processes within software development
for rapid application release without giving up security and quality.
Question 3
Where should I develop and test my application so that I know ahead of
time whether my application will operate and perform successfully in
production?
Question 4
How do I know if my application is a security risk?
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These 4 questions address the “what", “how", “where”,
and “if” elements of the DevOps challenge:
Containers (the “what”)

WHAT?
Containers
HOW?
DevOps Tools
WHERE?
Sandboxes
IF?
Compliance
Testing

Putting your applications into containers allows them to look uniform as
they cross between non-production and production environments and
between on premise and cloud. Containers do this by packaging
applications with their associated libraries and dependencies, and then
allowing them to run as individual containers on a common container
runtime. Multiple containers can run on a single OS, offering the same
level of abstraction and portability that virtual machines do, without the
overhead of duplicating the OS layer.
Furthermore, containers are packaged as images that include both the
application and all of its dependency components (libraries, distros, etc.).
These dependencies are typically the Achilles’ heel of migrating
applications between dev, test, and production environments. For
example, the development environment for your application might be
using the Python 2.7 library, while production is using version 3.0, and
when pushed from dev to production, the application breaks because of
some unforeseen side effect caused by differences in the two Python
libraries. So by packaging these dependencies into a single
containerized app, containers avoid discrepancies between
environments and enable reliable migration between non-production
and production. This makes containers ideal for enabling a more
DevOps-oriented approach to application development and
deployment. However, container technologies don’t eliminate the need
for DevOps tools.
Devops Tools (the “how”)
Using Devops tools that automate the steps from programming to
testing to production deployment is designed to address the “how” part
of the challenge. For example, configuration management tools like
Puppet, Chef and Ansible provide extremely sophisticated mechanisms
for creating comprehensive automation to maintain server and
application configuration. They allow policy-based provisioning,
dynamic executions, and can address configuration aspects that
containers can’t.
In addition DevOps tools play a special role in their ability to automate
the process of building containers – that is, orchestrating the process of
creating the initial application image and all of its dependencies and
configurations that will then be “containerized.” For this, DevOps tools are
absolutely necessary. In fact, Ansible is so good at this that it’s beginning
to be seen as the perfect match for container technologies like Docker.
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Sandboxes (the “where”)
Sandboxes address the real question of “where” do I develop my
application so that the environment and infrastructure that it runs on
look the same from the development lab to the test lab to the production
datacenter or large distributed IoT network. Sandboxes provide the
function of packaging up the infrastructure that applications run on and
making it consistent throughout the DevOps cycle, while containers
package up the application and its requisite software dependencies.
Sandboxes allow dev/test users to create a replica of the more complex
infrastructure configurations that are likely to be found in production, like
network and storage optimizations. In fact, because most
implementations of containers are deployed onto bare metal without
virtualization, the likelihood that they will be exposed to operating
system and physical infrastructure differences is much greater.
Application compliance testing (the “if”)
Compliance assessment is a type of testing where new applications are
inserted into a network that emulates production. Testing with load,
traffic and disruptive events is performed to determine whether the new
application might create a new vulnerability in the production
environment. That includes privacy and data protection regulations,
security requirements, and any other business compliance standards that
the organization is subject to. This testing should be performed prior to
pushing any new upgrade or application into production to ensure that
compliance requirements will be maintained.
Containerization and DevOps practices both serve to ensure consistency
during the development and testing process. Both will help to facilitate
good security testing practices. However, the third and fourth steps,
implementing Sandboxes (aka Uber Containers) as the basis for
application compliance testing, are most critical to ensuring proper
security enforcement in application development. Sandboxing to
encapsulate the complex hybrid production environment provides the
basis for good early application compliance security testing.
Why isn’t security testing without Sandboxes good enough? For example,
many financial services firms outsource their security testing to one of a
number of service firms who perform that testing on their own networks
or in the cloud. When we asked financial services firms how well security
testing represents their real production IT infrastructure, they really have
no idea. Clearly, any testing that does not match the production
environment is not helping to reduce the security risk that the
organization faces.
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CloudShell – Quali’s
Sandbox Platform
Sandboxes are self-contained infrastructure environments that can be
configured to look exactly like the final target deployment environment,
but can be created and run anywhere. For example, developers can
create a sandbox that looks like the production environment - from
network and hardware to OS versions and software to cloud APIs. They
do their development in that sandbox for a short period of time and
when they are done they tear down the sandbox. Testers can do the
same thing, and in addition, they can run a bunch of tests with the
sandbox configured to look like their internal IT environment and then
automatically re-configure the sandbox on the fly to look like the
external cloud environment and run more tests. This allows them to test
all of the possible environments that the application could run in
without disrupting the actual production infrastructure.
CloudShell is Quali’s Sandboxing platform. CloudShell provides three
key capabilities that make it easy for organizations to create sandboxes
for the development, testing, and production phases of application
delivery.
Model

</>

First, CloudShell allows modelling complex, full stack environments
consisting of physical, virtual, network, and cloud elements. The
components that make up a CloudShell sandbox are called Shells. Shells
are the building blocks of CloudShell sandboxes and can represent
anything from a VM, a network switch, a physical storage array, or a full
application. CloudShell allows modelling both the Shells in a sandbox as
well as their interconnections – which can be logical, network, or other
types of connections. This modelling is done using a visual drag and
drop interface or directly via an open XML modeling language.
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Next, CloudShell allows orchestration of sandboxes. Each Shell in the
sandbox contains built-in automation that defines how its underlying
infrastructure, device, or app is setup, provisioned, configured, and torn
down, as well as the automation that defines how it should interact with
other Shells. This forms the core of sandbox orchestration for quick
automated setup and teardown of an entire sandbox. Custom
orchestration flows can be created as well as additional custom
workflows that are required to configure the sandbox or perform
operations on it – like testing, policy checks, or dynamic scaling.
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Whether it’s spinning up a VM, loading firmware on a device, running
health checks, or deploying an application, CloudShell dramatically
reduces the time to provision and de-provision full production-like
environments.
Deploy
</>
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Lastly, CloudShell allows deploying applications within sandboxes.
Applications are represented as unique components of a sandbox and
allow users to configure the application image, infrastructure
requirements, and deployment onto cloud platforms like OpenStack,
AWS, vCenter, and Docker.
Once a sandbox has been created it can be published and shared with
others via a self-service catalog of sandbox blueprints. In addition to
making sandboxes more readily available to all stakeholders, this also
has the benefit of transforming once silo’d dev and test labs or data
centers into fully consolidated, 24x7, global accessible dev/test clouds,
which can have huge CAPEX and OPEX cost benefits.
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One of the key values of sandboxes is that they provide protections so
that others cannot mess with any infrastructure that you are currently
using in your sandbox. They provide reservation and scheduling for
many people so that whole teams of developers and/or testers can share
physical and virtual infrastructure on-the-fly for hours, days or weeks at
a time. Sandboxes also enable real-world testing by providing an
encapsulated environment where traffic or load generators can be run
during testing to simulate real-world activity. This is often critical to
successful performance and security testing.
Lastly – the CloudShell Sandbox API and integrations with DevOps tools
like Jenkins and Jira allow CloudShell sandboxes to be used throughout
continuous DevOps processes.
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Conclusion
In today’s world of application deployment into any combination of
public, private, hybrid and distributed network environments, Sandboxes
allow developers to mimic these complex large scale environments and
define applications that can run securely in this type of infrastructure.
Of course, in the perfect world, Containers, Devops tools, Sandboxes and
Application Compliance testing can be combined to enable continuous
deployment with security in any large scale hybrid cloud computing
environment. Package your applications in Containers, use Devops tools
to manage and automate the process of moving through the
development cycle, create Sandboxes for each step in the development
and test cycle that mimic the actual target production infrastructure(s) on
which those applications need to run, and add application compliance
testing early in the DevOps cycle.

For more information on how Quali solutions can
help this evolution, please visit our website at
www.quali.com
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